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Zusammenfassung 
ln diesem Bericht wird der Einfluß von Leckspalten auf die Verdichterleistung beschrieben. Diese 
Arbeit wurde zw ischen 1989 und 1990 während der En twicklung eines 164 mm, R-22 
Schraubenverdichters durchgeführt. Veifahren zur Bestimmung der kritischen Spalte beim Stillstand 
als auch während des Betriebs werden beschrieben. Versuchsergebnisse über den Einfluß des Spaltes 
und ein Vergleich zwischen Berechnung und Messungen werden ebenfalls zur Veifügung gestellt. 

Summary 
This report describes a study of the e!fect of clearances on compressor peiformance, carried out in 
1989- 1990 during development of a 164 mm, R-22 screw compressor. Proceduresfor determining 
critical clearances at compressor assembly and models for estimating clearances in a running 
compressor are described. Test results showing the effect of individual clearances are given and a 
comparison with analytical results is provided. 

L Introduction 
In designing a screw compressor for production, it is imponan1 to know the impact of clearance 
Ievels and tolerances on compressor performance. More effon is required to achieve low 
clearances and smal l c learance variations where leakage has 1he greatest effect. Clearances 
that have less impact on performance do not need the same degree of effon in their control. 
There has been considerable work published on the effect of clearances on performance, both 
before and since the work reported here. Rinder /I/, Peveling !2/ and Buthmann /3/reponed on 
leakage flow models and calculation of clearances considering such factors as injected oil, 
operating pressures and temperatures, and specific features ofthe leakage gaps. More recently, 
Kauder and Gödde /4/, Kauder and Rau /5/ and Fleming, et al /6/ have reponed on the issues of 
clearance analys is, Jeakage computations and the effects of various leak paths on performance. 

Infom1ation from /1/, !21 and /3/ was incorporated into a comprehensive thermodynano~c nodel 
during work on semi-hermetic, oi l injected, R-22 compressors for water-cooled water chillers. 
This model was then used to design a 164 mm compressor. This was our first production 
compressor for air-cooled chiHer applications to use the rack-generated rotor pro file nt. After 
the first compressors were built, a testprogram was begun to compare actual pe rformance to 
design expectations and 10 determine 1he effects of design variables such as clearance. 

For these tesls, it was necessary to know 1he clearances for each compressor configuration. 
This required knowing both the clearances ofthe assembled compressor and how the operating 
pressures and temperatures would change 1hese clearances. The methods developed to determine 
the clearances in o rder 10 properly inlerpret the test results are described in section 2. Results 
of experimental and analy1ical s1udies of a 164 mm compressor designed for R-22, air-cooled 
water chiller applica tions follow in sections 3. and 4. 
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2. Assembled Clearances 
A Computer assisted clearance analysis and build documentation procedure was wriue n for 
scre~ co~pressors with slide valve unloaders. The purposes of thi s program are to provide a 
deta1led p1crure of assembled compressor clearances (both cold, as assembled and as runnlng 
under Ioad) and to generate a complete build summary of each tested compressor. 

Th~ method used involves Iinking data from inspections of critical pans to a maste r bui ld log, 
wntten using Microsoft EXCELTM. The program coded into the build log uses the input d ata ro 
compute c learances, generate clearance di stribution charts and formal a multi -page build 
Summary. The program will compute rotor-to-housing and rotor-to-slide valve rad ial clearances 
along with rotor-to-housing axial clearance and rotor intermesh clearance at the assembled 
Ce nter di stance. The following effects are included in the clearance analyses : 

• Bearing clearance, rotating eccentric ity and stationary eccentric ity 
Rotor and bearing deflec rion due to gas Ioad ing 
Bearing clearance applied in the ave rage Ioad direction or rotors orbiting in the bearings 

• Slide valve rotation due to key and key slot width d ifferences 
• Slide vaJve Iocated away from rotors (typical running condition) or towards rotors 
• Dowel pin eccentricity calculations for clearance adjustments. 

Use of the assembly log during an experimental program offers the following advantages: 

Analysis of effects of alternative pan se lections on clearances 
• ldentificarion of reliability or performance threa tening clearance situations before running 

the com pressor 
Rapid analys is of effects of reworking pans to improve re liab il ity or performance 
Complete documentation of se lected build geometry 

The clearance analysis stans wi th coordinate measuring machine (CMM ) measurements of 
the three major compressor pan s: the main rotor housing (which includes the in Iet end bearings), 
the discharge bearing housing, the slide valve un loader. Rotorshaftextension diameters and 
runouts arealso measured. In addition, the rotorpair is measured manually to determine profi le 
diameters and runouts, rotorpair intennesh clearances and back lash. Finally, mounted bearing 
under-roller diameter and data on other features is taken during assembly of the compressor. 
All of this data is transferred to a set of database fil es that make up the assembly log pro gram. 

When a compressor is assembled, the se ri al numbers for the pan s se lected for the build are 
entered into a data form aJong with the measurements obtained during the build. Data related 
to the effects of operaring pressures and te mperatures can also be inc luded. This form is read 
by the assembly log spreadshee t, which then gets data for each part from the databases in 
separate spreadsheet files. When all of the data is loaded into the main assembly log, the bui lt
in caJcularions generate tables of clearances, c learance chans and data on critica l assembled 
dimensions arranged on separate pages that can be printed to provide a complete build 
documentation. The assembly log also allows numerou s measurements not required for the 
clearance ca lculations to be en tered for the purpose of documentation only. 

Figure I shows a schematic of the compressor with assembly log measurement points and the 
general coordinate system. The in Iet end of the compressor is to the Ieft . Points U and T define 
the axis along which the center of the male rotor bore is assumed to Ii e for the C MM inspecrion. 
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This ax is can be defined arbitrarily as the assembly log uses coordinate Iransfonnations for the 
clearance calculations. Point U is the measured center of the inlet end bearing and T is the 
theoretica l ce nter of the hou sing bore at the discharge end. Points W and V de fine the 
measurement axis for the fema le rotor. G and F are the measured centers of the male and 
female discharge end bearings, 
respectively. Planes labeled N, P, R 
and S are locations at which CMM 
data is taken to define the bores. 

Points U and Gon the male rotor and 
W and F on the female define the Male 
centerlines of the rotor shafts. The 
effect of bearing clearance is added 

0 
N 

I 
P R 
I I 

X 

10 these positions to locate the shaft z ---t7:77:7j=====~~ 
in th e assembled compressor. In 
analyzing the running compressor, 
bearing deflection is added . To 
compu te the clearances between the 
rotor and housings, the measured 
rotor profile diameters are distributed 
along the axis of the rotor shaft (U' 
G' for the male ... see Figure 2 ... and 
W' F' fo r the fema le) . At each 

Rotor Housing 

Bild I I Figure I 

Bearlng Houslng 

measurement plane (N, P, R or S) points on the bores are defined by measuring their x,y 
Coordinates in a local coordinate system whose orig in is on the U-T or W-V axes. This is 
coordinate system L (for L.oca l) in Figure 2. 

Coord inate systern Q in Figure 2 is in the sameaxia l (z) plane as L, but with its origin on the 
rotor ax is. The rotor ax is differs from the housing measurement ax is for the following reasons: 
[I] the Center of the discharge end bearing G is different than the discharge end of the 
measurement axis T due to offset of the bearing housing relat ive to the rotor housing both by 
design and because of tolerances; [2) at each end , the rotor axis shifts in the bearing clearance. 
The direction of the sh ift is assumed 10 be in the direction of the average gas Ioad; [3] if an 
analysis of a running compressor is requested, the shaft ends in the bearings shift due to deflection 
ofthe bearings and at each measurement plane the axis moves, again in the direction of the gas 
Ioad, due to bending of the shaft and bearings. 

The computation of the clearance between the rotor and housing bores is carried out for each 
point measured on the housing bores. Typica lly, we rneasure six points on each bore at each 
measurement planeforatotal of24 (x,y) coordinates in the male bore and 24 for the female. At 
each measurement plane, the x,y coordinates of the housing bore are transformed into the Q 
coordinate sys tem. The clearance is then computed as the difference in the distance from Q to 
the transformed Coordinates x,y and the radius of the rotor at the measurement plane. 

The Iransformations and clearance ca lculatio ns applied to a point on the male rotor housing 
are defined in eq uations (I). Coordinates x' and y' are the CMM points measured in the L 
coordinate system, represented in the Q coordinate system. D' is the measured rotor profile 
diamete r at the inspec tion location plu s the rowr eccentric ity. D' thus defines the enve lope 
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within h" h J• tive to w tc the rotor rotates . The origins of both the Land Q systems are defined re a ·n 
a global coo d" ctowel P1 

. r mate system (X,Y) whose origin in turn is set by measurements of the 
holes m the main rotor housing. 

l Local housing coordinate system 
0 local rotor axis coordinate system 

Subscripts 

k • measurement plane (k. N, P, R or S) 
i- measurement point (i•1 ,2, .... npts} 

Equations 1 
Radial Clearance Calculations 

x'k,i = xk,i +XL k - XQ k 

y'k,i = Yk,i + Y L k - Y Q k 

2 2 _ Dk 
CLRk,t" = X + k,i Yk,i 2 

Housing 
CMM measured 

xk,i , y k.i 

/ . y y 
-V, .• Q L 

: . G •. .. R .. I .,·~ Housing profile 
· - o or ax1s "k" 

discharge end data plane 

Bild 2 I Figure 2 

The calculation is carried out for each point on the housing for which CMM data is available. 
The computed clearances are stored in a table in the assembly log spreadsheet and are also 
used to generate plots of clearance at each measurement plane. 

Calculation of clearances between the rotors and the slide valve unloader are carried out in a 
manner similar to that used for the hou s ing. 
However, there are additional considerations for 
locating the surface of the slide valve before the 
clearances can be evaluated. Figure 3 shows the 
slide valve geometry and coordinate system. 
Again, L denotes the local measurement axis for 
CMM data and the surface coordinates x,y are 
relative to these local systems. Figure 4 shows the 
other elements of the slide valve and slide valve 
bore geometry that are required for the clearance 
analyses. The assembly analysis includes the 
effects of slide valve rotation, horizontal shift and 
\ertical shift. For the vertical shift, it is assumed 
that the slide valve is down (towards the rotors) if 
the compressor is not running, but is pushed away 

y 

CMM Measured pt. ~ - r--w slot 

(\1 ' \ i ) 

Yf Ym 

female 
side 

L - L 
Xf 

Bild 3 I Figure 3 

X 

male 
side 

Xm 
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from the rotors and rotated towards the male rotor if the compressor is under Ioad. The amount 
of rotation or shift is computed using the measured values for the slide valve diameter, the 
hou sing bore diameter, 
the width of the s lide 
valve key and the widths 
of the slots in the housing 
and the unloader. Given 
the loc atio n and 
orientation of the s lide 
valve, the computation of 
clearances between the 
rotor and s lide valve 

~~ w hous ing s lot 

wkey-ij 

Key 

surfaces is carri ed out as Rotation from Differences in Offset Housing Slot 
Location it was for the housing. Key and Key Slot Widths 

Meas ured coordinates 
x,y are transformed into 

Bild 4 I Figure 4 

the rotor axis system Q and the clearance is computed as the difference in the distance from 
the origin to x', y' and the loca l radius of the rotor (plus eccentricity). 

Figure 5 shows the chart of clearances at planes R and S (nearest the discharge end of the 
compressor) for build 1.7 of the 164 mm compressor tested during thi s project. This chan 
shows clearances for the compressor as assembled, with nothermal or bending effects included. 
The innermos t arcs represent the rotors and the data represents the locations of the housing 
bares and slide valve surfaces, with the act ual values magnified. The short lines pointing away 
from the outercircular grid lines represent the direction ofthe average gas Ioads at the discharge 
end of the rotors. The effect of the slide valve rotation is evident in this chan: the clearance is 
rel atively I arge over the top ofthefemale rotor and smaller at the cusp; just the opposite is true 
on the m ale rotor s ide. 

Rotors in Load 
Diraction 

Trane Assembty Log Output 
Claorance Chart - Planes R and S 

ln addition to 
radial clearance 
calcul ations, the 
asse mbly log No Thermal Gorreetions 

computes a n Part Numbers: 
average rotor Rotor Houslng 
i n t er m es h 047701A·02·A 

c I e a r a n c e . Bearing Housing 
Clearances 047801B·03·A 

measured for 
each rotor pair 
are stored in one 
of the database 
spreads hee ts. 
The as semb ly 
log program 
retrieves th e 

Slide Valve 
048101B·04·A 

Male Rotor 
012201 B·02·ABC 

Fernale Rotor 
0121016·02-ABC 

UNITS: inch 
View lrom Discharge End · Male on Fllght · Suctlon Slde Down 

Clearance Scale: 0.000 to 0.0060 ln 0.0015 lncrements 

Bild 5 I Figure 5 
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clearance data for the rotor pair selected then adjusts the c learance to the center di stance 
computed for the housings and bearings. The change in ave rage intermesh c learance wttll 
ce~ter distance is computed using a rotor profile design program, which calcu la tes the rotor 
pru r clearances from either design profi le c learances or usi ng CMM measured profiles. 

The final clearance of significance is that between the rotors and the discharge bearing hou s ing 
~ace. This clearance is built in to the compressor at assembly and the value measured is recorded 
m the assembly log ... no calculations are necessary. 

3. Running C learances 

Th.e a.ssembly log approximates the effects of operating pressures and tempera tures by u s in~ 
budt-m mode ls and mput data. The effect of temperature on the rad ial c learances comes Fron 
finne e lement modelling of the ro tor housi ng. Figure 6 shows the ~~ in clearance around 
the ro to r bore s computed fo r a di sc ha rge 0 
temperature of 1 00°C. This information has been _ 
~onvert:d into equations describing the change 
m clearance as a funcuon of angu lar loca ti on 
aro und the rotor bore. For each ho usi ng Fernale Male 

measurement location, the clearance change due 0 0 
to therma l di stortion is subtracted from the 
c learance computed for the cold housing. T he _ 
correction applied is a function of the housing 
temperature, which varies from the inlet end to 
the di scharge e nd. The assembly analysis allows 

a sca ling of the c learance shift tobe applied as a Polargraph radial sca le :: 1 unit : 1 o flm 
func tion of the di stance a long the measurement 
axis to account for thi s change in temperature. Bild 6 I Figure 6 

The measured rotor intermesh clearance is adj usted for the effects of temperature and pressure 
Ioads using data from the Computer programs used for des ign of the compressor and rotors. 
Gas Ioads on the rotors and a t the beari ngs are computed using the compressor thermody namic 
model. This data is used by a shaft deflection and bearing selection program to compute the 
deflections due to rotor bending and elastic deformation in the bearings. These data are input 
into the assembly analysis . The program uses the de fl ections to compute true running center 
distances and then calculates the intermesh clearance, correcting the measured clearances using 
the specified change in c learance with center distance. A final correcrion to the intermes h 
clearance is made 10 account fo r the effect of temperature on the rotors at constant center 
distance. T his correc tion is determined using the screw rotor des ig n program, which can 
determ ine clearances between roto rs at any cen ter distance and which includes a model for the 
change in rotor profile due to the effec t of operaring temperarures. Figure 7 shows result s 
computed for two roto r temperature Ievels- coldandin a compressor running at 52°C discharge 
temperature. An analysis carried out for the rotors a t constant temperature, bu t with center 
distance reduced by 25 )lm is also illustrated. These calculations result in the fo llowing data 
for the 164 mm rotorpair tested for thi s study: 

C hange in average mesh clearance, tempera ture effect 
C hange in average mesh clearance, center d istance effect 

-3,0 )lm I oc 
0,7 )ltn I jlm 
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50 

B 30 
c: 
"' ~ u 20 

10 

0 

0 10 20 30 

3d meshline 

40 50 

Cente r distance 
reduced 25 IJm 

60 70 

Percent of 3d meshline length 

Bild 7 I Figure 7 

80 90 100 

The clea rance ca lculation methods descri bed in section 3 were used to determine the actual 
cleara nces for the 164 mm , R-22 compressor tes ted ro meas ure the cleara nce effect on 
performance. The ex perimental program is desc ri bed in sec tion 4. 

4. Experimental Program 
A 164 rnm R-22 cornpressor was used to test the effec ts of criti cal clearances on performance. 
Du ring thi s program, the radial clea rances be tweenthe rotors and the housing bores and between 
rotors and slide va lve were varied in several ways. ln addition, the effects of di scharge end 
clearance and intermesh clearances were stud ied. 

The firs t tes t was used as a base line and no special clearances were set ... the compressor was 
run using standard parts; clea rances were determined using the assembly analysi s described in 
sec ri on 3. Clearances between the rotors and housing and be tween the rotors and the slide 
vaJve were then varied . First, material was rern oved from the slide valve surfaces 10 add 
approx imately 127 ~-tm of radial clearance. The ro10rs and housing bores were unchanged. The 
nex ttes t was to increase the dise ilarge end clea rance (both rotors) by 40 ~-tm. Then, the rotors 
were ground to a smaller diameter to increase the average clearance. Fo llowing thi s test, a set 
of offse t dowel pins was constructed to shift the ro tors 10wards the slide valve. The average 
c learil nce (di fference in size of the rotors and housing bores) was not changed. Finally, the 
center di stance was varied 10 tes t the effect of rotor intermesh clearance. 

Du ring the tes ts of the effect ofrad ial clearance, the changes in clearance were complex. The 
c learance be twcen the rotor and housing bore was different than be tween the rotor and slide 
valve and the clea rances varied along the length of the ro tor ho usi ng and c ircumferentially 
araund the rotors. Tes ts showed thatthe compressor was, as would be ex pected, moresensitive 
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to clearances between the rotor and the slide valve as this is the high pressure region . _The 
clearance_between the rotors and housing bores in the vicinity ofthe slide valve and espeCI_ally 
near the dJscharge end also have a I arger effect. A "representative clearance", Clr,, was deV 1 sed 
for the tests to allow a single c learance value to be assigned to each configuration. The 
representative clearance is defined as the average of (I] all clearances measured between the 
rotors and the slide valve and [2] the clearances between the male and female rotors and the 
housing measured at the discharge end (measurement plane S in Figure I) at the top of the 
housing; this location is shown in Figure 8B. Calculation of Clr, is illustrated below: 

nplJ _ m 

2:clr",_m 
n= l + 

Clr, = npts m 

npt.s_ r 

2:clr, •. r 
n= l 

npts f 

4 

+ clr_tm + clr_t, 

The various compressor builds where the radial clearances are varied and tes t resu lts for eac h 
are documented in Figure 8. Test results for a pressure ratio of 4: I at 21 and 27 bar diseilarge 
pressure (P2) are shown. The compressor was run in R-22 a1 3480 RPM with a male rotor eip 
speed of 29.8 rn/sec. 

The representative clearance for the compressor with slide valve unloader is shown to be a 
good measure of the clearance effect. The radial clearance effect is to cause an 0.5% lass in 
efficiency for each 10 ~m increase in clearance. Purtherrnpre, the tests show that the changes 
in radial clearance have very liltle affect on tllß delivery or volumetric efficiency of the 
compressor. 

lt is also useful to compare pairs of tests. Builds 1.35 and 1.411ave the same clearances be eween 
the rotors and the main housing both as m11asured by ehe average clearance and the c lr_ t value. 
However, the average clearance be tween the rocors and slide valve was increased by 
approximaeely 130 ~m for build 1.4, resulting in a 3.5% lass in effjciency. 

For build 1.6, the rotors were ground to a srnaller diameter anq thel!igh clearance slide valve 
used for builds 1.4 and 1.5 was replaced. As a result, the overall average and slide vaJve 
clearances increased relaeive to build 1.35, although only a small amount...the represencaeive 
clearance was 10 ~m greater. Compared to build 1.35, the performancewas unchanged for 2 1 
bar discharge pressure and down I% for the higher P2. 

Build 1.7 uses the same parts as 1.6. However, eeccentric dowel pins were !JSed to rai ~e the 
dischargeend ofthe roeors to reduce the slide valve clearance and the clr_t values while k;eepil]g 
ehe same average clearance. This change resulted in a I % improvemene in oyer;tll efficiency. 

Changes in two o(ller crieical clearances were made during ehe test prograrn. After teses of 
build 1.4, build 1.5 was made by increasing the dischargeend clearance between the rotors and 
bearing housing by 35 ~m. The center distance between the rotors was incre11sed by 41 J.Lm 
afler tests of build 1.7 to make build 1.8, the last configuration tested. 

Table I gives the results of the end clearance tests, comparing builds 1.4 and 1.5. Table 2 
compares builds I .7 and 1.8 to show the center distance effect. The data shown is for operation 
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(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

Slida valva surfaca 
CMM data points 

Rotor Houolna to Rotor Silde Valve to Rotor 
CNerall Averaae Clr t at Plane S Averaae ot all CMM data 

Build 
1.70 
1.35 
1.60 
1.40 

GI 
.2: 
.li~ . ..; 
a:::s! 
~"5 
C:IJI 
.9! 0 
.!.! -= w 

Male 
74 
51 
79 
51 

1.02 

1.01 

1.00 

0.99 

0.98 

0.97 

Fe male 
94 
81 
99 
81 

Bulld . 
1.70 

Male Female 
38 38 
5 1 64 
76 76 
51 64 

Bulld Bulld ,r L.1.60 

Male 
119 
130 
142 
264 

Female 

Bulld 
1.40 

114 
145 
135 
270 

. ,J 
i 

' ...... ;. ........ ; ................. .; ........ .. ~ 

.. ' .t i:J: I I !'/== 
. ........ ! ·········; i 

······· J 

........ ! Adlabatlc 

0.96 .,J.:::;::::;;:::;:=:;:=:-~-+-~...J,l;~! Etflclency 

-30 ·20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

Change ln Rapres entelive Clearance Clr r • 11111 

Bild 8 I Figure 8 

(A) Definition der Spaltes Clearance Definitions 

Clr, 

n 
97 
107 
162 

(B) Spalte der gepruften Konfiguration 
(C) Gemessener Ei nfl uß des Radialspalts 

Test Configuration Clearances (l!ll1) 
Measured Effect of Radial Clearance 
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at 21 bar di schar · d f 8 rnfsec . Th . . ge pressure at a pressure ratio of 4: I and a male rotor up spee o 29. 
. e change Ln dtscharge end clearance is known directly as it is determined when the compressor 
IS butlt . The rotor r-----------:._,=:;-:-.-----------
mesh cleara Table 1 
ho nces, Discharge End Clearance Effect 
co;eve~ ~ust be Discharge End Efficiencies• 

k pute rom the Build Clearance "m Adiabatic Volumetrie 
nown center - ... 

Build 

1.4 
1.5 

36,5 
71,5 

Table 2 

0.680 
0.671 

0 .851 
0.850 

Rotor Mesh Clearance Effect 
Center Mesh Efficiencies· 

Distancc - mm Clearance - ~m Adiabatic Volumetrie 

distance and cold 
rotor clearances 
using a model for 
the effect of 
Operating pressures 
and temperatures. 
The rotor set tested 
h d 1.7 127.85 12 7 0.689 0.844 

a an average 1.8 127,87 48:3 0.679 0.828 
mesh clearance of .. 
63,0 ~m w hen lncludes effect of inlet gas-cooled motor, oil separator and ptptng Iosses 

in~pected at a Center distance 50 ~m above nominal. The rotor profile design program was run 
wnh modified male and female profiles to give the same clearance pattern as that measured. 
The modelwas then run with the modified profiles, but at increased center distance and elevated 
rotor ~mperatures computed using the thermodynamic simulation and a bearing and shaft 
analysts program. This analysiswas done for both builds 1.7 and 1.8 ... the clearances in Table 
2 

are the average clearances (total leakage area 1 totallength of the 3D contactline) computed b th . 
Y e rotor profile designprogram for each of these builds. 

The tests show that both of these clearances have an affect on efficiency. For discharge end 
clearance, the loss in adiabatic efficiency is 0 .4% for each 10 j.lm increase with almost al l of 
~e change coming from increased power .. . volumetric efficiency is ~ot affected .by th~ change. 

or the rotor clearances, the loss js the same- 0.4% for each 10 j.lm mcrease, wtth thts change 
commg from loss in vol umetric efficiency. 

5· Comparison with Computation 
Figure 9 shows computed and measured 
efficiencies compared. The open symbols 
are for leakage computations using a 
constant flow coefficient, a, of 1.0 for 
radial and intermesh leakages, where 

Ct = 
Actual mass flow rate 

Isentropic flow rate 

Ag.reement with the data is fair, except for 
butld 1.8 . Here, the computed loss in 
Capacity due to the increased mesh 
clearance was too high . Peveling, in 

Adlabatlc Efflclency Comparlson 

0.70 

>-

j 
u ffi 0 .68 

~ 
Q. 

E 
8 

0 .64 -IG-..;.. ..... _-i-_....._ _ _.,._-j,..---i 
0.64 0.66 0 .68 0 .70 

Measured Elflclency 

Bild 9 I Figure 9 
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reference {3/, shows that the leakage flow coefficients can be less than 1.0 and will vary according 
to the leak path geometry, the actual clearance and the Reynold's number of the leakage flow. 
Variations in flow coefficient as described in this reference (Figure 7.9 for intermesh clearances 
and Figure 7.10 for radial clearances) were used in a new calculation. For build 1.6, coefficients 
were determined that provided good agreement with the data. Then, computations were carried 
out allowing the coefficients to vary for the other bui lds . This comparison is plotted in Figure 9 
with the solid symbols. Using the variable coefficients gave much better agreement with data 
The average error for constant o. is 1.8% but is only 0.7% for the variable o. case. However, the 
model does not predict all of the cases weil, probably because the leakage flow rate, leak path 
geometry and clearance are varying throughout the compression cycle. A single clearance, 
single coefficient model is not sufficient to describe such a complex si tuation. 

5. Conclusions 
The computerized assembly analy sis procedure, which allows computation of all critical 
clearances in any compressor, has proven tobe a valuab le tool. For the clearance study reported 
here, the program allowed an accurate documentation of all test compressors, leading to a 
clearer understanding of the tes t results . Using the spreadsheet for the assembly program allowed 
for easy use and input since data forms could be created. Output is easily form ated and tables 
and graphs are avail able . The original program did prove to be difficult to maintain as the 
calculations were distributed throughout the spreadsheet and it was impossible to get a complete 
program listing. Newer versions of the EXCEL™ spreadsheet have been used to create a 
simpler version now in use and we continue to document our tests using the assembly log. 

Data for the 164 mm compressor with the rack-generated rotor profile showed generally expected 
trends for the radial and intermesh clearances. The sensitivity to end clearance was greater 
than expected. However, the effect of end clearance as reported here has been duplicated in 
othertests of the 164 mm compressor, a 142 mm version using the same rotor profile and a 127 
mm compressor with a newer generat ion of the rack-generated rotor profiles. This work led to 
methods for design, tolerancing and manufacturing of parts to minimize the rotorpai r intermesh 
clearance and the clearances between the rotors and slide valve. in addition, assembly procedures 
were developed to insure setting of the proper di schargeend clearances for good performance 
and reliability. 

Analytical studies coupled with the experimental program show that reasonably good agreement 
with data can be expected if actual running clearances are known. Even a perfect thermodynarnic 
model cannot produce proper results if the geometry of the compressor is not accurately 
described. Adding the modified flow coeffic ient model gave even better results. However, 
even with this improvement, the model is still ca li brated to test results. Since this work, the 
program has been improved by allowing more complete definitions of clearances. Radial 
clearances can vary throughout the compression and variations in intermesh clearance from 
the inlet end to the di schargeend can now be modeled. Plans for future work include adding a 
calculated flow coefficient based on these experiments and on the work reponed in {3/. 
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